The effect of positive assortative mating at one locus on a second linked locus : Part 1: the genotypic structure of the offspring generation.
A model for positive assortative mating based on genotype for one locus is employed to investigate the effect of this mating system on the genotypic structure of a second linked locus as well as on the joint genotypic structure of these two loci. It is shown that the second locus does not attain a precise positive assortative mating structure, but yet it shares a property that is characteristic of positive assortative mating, namely an increase in the frequency of homozygotes over that typically found in panmictic structures. Given any arbitrary genotypic structure for the parental population, the resulting offspring generation possesses a structure at the second locus that does not depend on the recombination frequency, while the joint structure of course does. In case assortative mating as well as linkage are not complete, there exists a unique joint equilibrium state for the two loci, which is characterized by complete stochastic independence between the two loci as well as by Hardy-Weinberg proportions at the second locus. For the second locus alone, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is realized if and only if gametic linkage equilibrium and an additionally specified condition are realized.